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Abstract

In 2021 Sweden’s first national portal for citizen science will be launched to
help researchers practice sustainable and responsible citizen science with
different societal stakeholders. This paper present findings from two
surveys on attitudes and experiences of citizen science among
researchers at Swedish universities. Both surveys provided input to the
development of the national portal, for which researchers are a key
stakeholder group. The first survey (n=636) was exclusively focused on
citizen science and involved researchers and other personnel at Swedish
University of Agricultural Science (SLU). 63% of respondents at SLU had
heard about citizen science (CS) prior to the survey; however a majority of
these (61%) had not been involved in any CS initiative themselves.
Dominant reasons for researchers choosing a CS approach in projects
were to enable collection of large amounts of data (68%), improving the
knowledge base (59%), improving data quality (25%), promote
participants’ understanding in research (21%) and promote collaboration
between the university and society (20%). The other survey (n=3 699) was
on the broader topic of communication and open science, including
questions on CS, and was distributed to researchers from all Swedish
universities. 61% of respondents had not been engaged in any research
projects where volunteers were involved in the process. A minority of the
researchers had participated in projects were volunteers had collected
data (18%), been involved in internal or external communication (16%),
contributed project ideas (14%) and/or formulated research questions
(11%). Nearly four out of ten respondents (37%) had heard about CS prior
to the survey. The researchers were more positive towards having parts of
the research process open to citizen observation, rather than open to
citizen influence/participation. Our results show that CS is a far from
well-known concept among Swedish researchers. And while those who
have heard about CS are generally positive towards it, researchers overall
are hesitant to invite citizens to take part in the research process.
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Background

Sweden has a long tradition of collaboration between researchers and citizens, with
early examples dating as far back as the 18th century. Currently, citizen science
(CS) is gaining in popularity in several research areas in Sweden and is
increasingly recognised by policy. The latest Swedish research bill [2020] from the
Swedish government recognise CS as necessary to mitigate and address challenges
in climate change, sustainable development and societies, migration, integration,
antibiotics resistance, welfare and work life. Furthermore to increase the public
understanding and trust for science to meet disinformation and knowledge
resistance (Prop. 2020/21:60) The Swedish University for Agricultural Sciences
(SLU) is a key actor in CS on biodiversity, biology and ecology, coordinating
several well-known, long time national projects and initiatives, such as the
Swedish Species Observation System (Artportalen).
In 2021, Sweden’s first national portal for CS will be launched to help researchers
practice sustainable and responsible CS with different societal stakeholders. This
paper present findings from two surveys on attitudes and experiences of CS among
researchers at Swedish universities. Both surveys provided input to the
development of the national portal, for which researchers are a key stakeholder
group. The first survey (n=636) was exclusively focused on CS and involved
researchers and other personnel at SLU. The other (n=3 699) was on the broader
topic of communication and open science, including CS, and was distributed to
researchers from all Swedish universities.

Researchers at
SLU on CS: to
known of is not to
be involved

Survey participants were allowed to select multiple answers, thus response
percentages exceed 100%. 63 % of respondents at SLU (n=636) had heard about CS
prior to the survey; however a majority of these (61 %) had not been involved in
any CS initiative themselves (Figure 1). Respondents who had been involved in CS
(n=132) had been so as a researcher (44 %), coordinator (37 %), volunteer (22 %),
environmental analyst (21 %), communicator (11 %), teacher (7 %) and IT
developer (2 %). The most common subject areas in these CS projects were nature
(71 %; species, environment, biodiversity), and water (21 %; water quality, fishing).
Dominant reasons for researchers choosing a CS approach in the projects were to
enable collection of large amounts of data (68 %), improving the knowledge base
(59 %), improving data quality (25 %), promote participants’ understanding in
research (21 %) and promote collaboration between the university and society (20
%). The volunteers participating in the CS projects were most commonly the
broader public (48 %) and amateur experts (48 %), followed by professionals (31 %)
and civil society organisation members (27 %). Their contributions to the project
were made by collecting data (95 %), validating data (26 %), participating in
communication activities (22 %) and training of volunteers (17 %).
The biggest challenges for the CS researcher/coordinator, according to the SLU
survey respondents, were data quality (37 %), funding (29 %), reduced control in
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Figure 1. Involvement of respondents at SLU, who have heard about CS (n=365), in CS
projects at SLU and outside SLU.

the scientific process (25 %), volunteer recruitment (19 %), communication with
volunteers (17 %) and time demands (16 %). The most beneficial effects of CS as a
scientific approach were to enable collection of large amounts of data (61 %),
promote participants’ understanding in research (34 %), improve knowledge base
(33 %) and promote participants’ understanding in a particular issue (26 %). The
most important ethical aspects to take into account in CS were seen to be
transparency in the research process (53 %), protecting the privacy of participants
(42 %), communication of the results to the volunteers (41 %), recognition of
volunteers’ contribution (36 %) and publishing of results as open data (32 %).

National Swedish
survey on
researchers
attitudes to CS:
open science does
not equal
participation

In the second, national, survey with researchers at Swedish universities,
respondents were asked about their views on citizens observing or taking part in
the research process. The researchers were more positive towards having parts of
the research process open to citizen observation, rather than open to citizen
influence/participation. While 73 % thought that citizens should be able to observe
research prioritizations, only 39 % thought that they should participate. In the
conducting of the research (e.g. collection, classification and/or analyses of data),
39 % thought citizens should be able to observe, and 14 % thought they should be
allowed to participate. Even in evaluation of on-going research (for example peer
review), 39 % thought citizens should be able to observe, and 12 % thought they
should be allowed to participate. 82 % thought that citizens should be able to
observe use of results (e.g. knowledge, publications, patents), and 53 % thought
that they also should participate. Researchers from the arts and humanities were
less likely than colleagues from other research areas to agree to citizens
participating in the research process.
61 % of respondents had not been engaged in any research projects where
volunteers were involved in the process. A minority of the researchers had
participated in projects were volunteers had collected data (18 %), been involved in
internal or external communication (16 %), contributed project ideas (14 %) and/or
formulated research questions (11 %). Nearly four out of ten respondents (37 %)
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had heard about CS prior to the survey. A larger proportion of researchers from the
natural sciences (51 %) had heard about CS than researchers from other research
areas (ranging from 26 to 39 %, Figure 2). Among researchers who had heard about
CS, 20 % were very positive towards the concept, 42 % were fairly positive;
whereas 1 % were very negative and 7 % were fairly negative. 25 % of respondents
claimed to be neither negative nor positive. Junior researchers as well as
researchers from the natural sciences were more positive towards CS than senior
researchers and researchers from the arts and humanities.

Figure 2. Proportions of researches from different research fields, who have heard about CS.
Number of respondents: Arts & humanities (n=443), Medicine (n=623), Natural sciences
(n=645), Social sciences (n=1 211), Technology (n=702).

Concluding
remarks

Survey results show that CS is a far from well-known concept among Swedish
researchers. There seems to be a discrepancy between policy expectations and
researchers experience and attitudes of CS. While those who have heard about CS
are generally, but cautiously positive towards it, researchers overall are hesitant to
invite citizens to take part in the research process. Researchers from the arts and
humanities seem to be the most sceptical with regards to involving citizens in their
research. If and when citizens are engaged in the research process, it is most likely
to help researchers collect data. Data quality is seen as the biggest challenge
associated with CS. The input that both surveys provided have been important
information in the development of the national portal. Besides offering access to
different projects in Sweden and Europe, the portal will also include
capacity-building resources for researchers in terms of tools for increasing the
capacity to implement high-quality citizen science projects, addressing
standardisation and data quality, ethics, implementation of technology, and
communication.
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